
TECTONIC LIGHT MACHINES 
Workshop, Aarhus School of Architecture 27/2 – 9/3 2012 

Overall topic: Light and tectonics
The workshop is an investigation into two specific topics which can qualify architecture: Light and tectonics. 
During two weeks you are going to work in five groups of five, developing and making a physical structure that deal 
with exactly these two topics. The light machine must fulfill three requirements: First and foremost it must create 
a conceptually strong light/shadow modulation. Second, its physical nature must be tectonic, preferably in a way 
there the tectonic logic support and enhance the light modulation. This can be achieved by the use of materials, the 
construction or assemble technique, and the way the light machine works statically. Last but not least it must relate 
to its context, be it in a direct or abstract sense.

Site and development
Each group is assigned a zone on the glass facade of the foyer space in the main auditorium building. We will cover 
the entire facade in a black fabric, to allow only filtered light from the light machines to enter the space. To aid 
the development, the auditorium will be represented in a master model in scale 1:10, which will be available to you 
throughout the workshop for placing in scale models for light studies, discussion and model photos. All sketching 
and model building should take place in this scale, using model components that resemble the materials at hand for 
the construction of the full scale light machines. 

Timetable
Man 27. 9:00  AAA students: preparations   14:00 Louise, Ole, and Torbjørn: intro
Tir 28.   light studies in scale 1:10   17:00 -19:00 Lecture night - LIGHT AND TECTONICS
Ons 29. 9:30  Torben Nielsen: Light Machines  13:00 Leif Høgfeldt - CONTEXT
Tor 1.   light studies in scale 1:10   AFTERNOON OFF/ AARHUS STUDENTS COURSE
Fre 2.   synthethis: light + tectonics 
Lør 3.   synthethis: light + tectonics   13:00 PIN-UP
Søn 4.   DAY OFF
Man 5.   construction 1:1
Tir 6.   construction 1:1
Ons 7.   construction 1:1
Tor 8.   construction 1:1   13:00 MONTAGE – 14:00 - HAND IN
Fre 9.   MONTAGE     12:00 CRITIQUE – 15:00 RECEPTION

“......we see by the means of light but light in itself is invisible” 
         -Pallasma. 



Light
The companion of the light is the shadow, and one cannot study light without studying the shadow as well. Shadow 
reveals the form and shows the difference, enabling us to see. The shadow is the precondition of light. The light 
encloses everything but it needs to meet something – a context or a material to become visible. 
If one were to make the comparison between light and air – which sound would the instrument then produce? And how 
is it orchestrated, is the light is visible at a specific time each day, or is light channeled through the light instru¬ment, 
so it becomes visible at several moments or time of the day. And how does it differ or change the space during the 
day – from the early morning sun over the many tones of light during the day, until darkness dominates? How can 
the construction capture and tell the story of time - and how can it make us aware of the fact that light changes 
dramatically throughout the day – and even throughout a moment. Finally, as an important focus – how is it possible 
to develop a construction that generates a sudden kind of atmosphere of light?
These are some of the reflections we would like you to focus upon when developing your constructions of light – or 
light construction. 

Context 
The context can be reflected upon from different point of views. 
The first one is the light, the next one is the building and the last one is the place perceived through your presence: 

The context as - Light. 
Per Olaf Fjeld writes in his text “In the lighthouse” about the influence that Nordic light have on the context. 

“.....In the Nordic countries seasonal changes have a strong impact on how daylight is sensed and used each day of the year. Every 
season has its specific light. Is it not just a question of cold and warmth, or degrees of darkness and light, but also how perceives 
the immediate surroundings under these light conditions”.

The light of Aarhus is the Nordic light, and the light in February is characterized by long transitions between night and 
day, diffuse light from an overcast sky and a low angle of the sun. In general the sun only shines 1/3 of the year in 
Denmark compared to for example Italy where it shines 2/3 of the year. 

The context as – the building
We would like you to focus upon the orientation of the building, the light from the sky, the angle of the sun, and 
the view from the inside of the building towards the context, the view of the building from outside and the existing 
tectonics of the building.

The context as – the perceived space
How is it that we perceive the space from different perspectives, from different distances and in different scale – 
whether it is through our eyes or through the touch of a space or material? From which position – or from which 
positions should your instruments of light be perceived? From far away – close up? From the inside? 

Tectonics
What are the spatial potentials for developing a light instrument through the material of wood? What are the special 
qualities of working with wood as the generator of space? How can the machine negotiate the means by which it is 
manufactured and assembled as a support for light and context? Or the other way around? 
Attachment to the existing facade is an important part of the investigation – the structure must take into account 
issues of weight / strength in the touch points. Also issues concerning weight and static integrity of the components 
from which the light machines are build. Last but not least - the machine should be capable of being assembled on 
site within four hours. How can this requirement represent a driver for the qualification of the concept? Can a hierarchy 
be defined that break down the structure into several components, subassembly’s or units? 

Practical information
We will be staying in the workshop space and in a studio space nearby. See the attached map showing relevant 
locations: The wood workshop is where you will build the components for the light machines, the lectures will be in 
the Studsgade auditorium (note this is different from the (big) auditorium). The model shop is called ArchiTegn. Your 
site is the foyer space of the main auditorium

publication
The assignment must be documented. You will get further information on what you information you must collect 
and hand in. Each group must hand in a PDF document, set up following an A3 template, deadline for this hand in is 
THURSDAY the 8th at 14:00. An InDesign template for the hand in will be available online. 

tutoring
Tutoring the workshop will be hind by Louise Grønlund, PhD student, Ole Egholm, PhD student, and the leader of 
the participating studios: The tectonics studio at the school of architecture in Trondheim, lead by Architect, PhD. 
student Torbjørn Trytli, and two studios at AAA: M+SE, lead by Architect Jesper Dan¨ø and studio EcoTower, lead by 
Jörg Kerschlango.




